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Abstract: The research aimed to study the characteristics of student’s decision-making processes 
centered on phase, difficulties, and strategies are analysed in the biotechnology involving GMOs, 
cloning, and stem cell.  The subjects were Grade 11 students in Boonwattana school, 
Nakhonratchasima: 6 science  and 6 general program students. The student’s decision- making 
processes were interviewed by “thing aloud” method and analyzed by coding scheme of decision-
making processes which progressed in following order: recognizing a problem, searching for 
alternatives, evaluating the alternatives and decision. Their decision making process were analyzed by 
coding scheme of decision-making processes regarding Ableson and Levi’s framework (1985). This 
include recognizing a problem, searching for alternatives, evaluating the alternatives and decision. The 
results showed that student’s decision making processes were not systematic. During the decision-
making processes most of science students were skipped searching for alternatives phase because they 
believed that GMOs have not safety, cloning and embryonic stem cell were a crime. The students 
preferred the noncompensatory choice rules which do not allow trade offs among alternatives for 
decision. Interestingly, it seemed that both of science and general program students did not realizing 
applying science knowledge and scientific values as selective criteria. Even the science program 
students could not apply science knowledge, or not utilize scientific values as selective criteria. This 
study may have implication for science teaching and learning to enhance scientific literacy in Thailand.  
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INTRODUCTION 

 
Educational Management is prepared basically for being the good citizens in society.  The target of Science 

learning in Thailand in nowadays is to prepare people to think in the way of reasoning, creation, criticizing, 
having important skills in searching knowledge, being able to solve the problems and make decisions by using 
various information and provable eyewitnesses (National Science and Technology Development Agency 
(NSTDA, 1999), according to The Nation Research Council (1996, referred in Jung and Nam, 2004) which 
mentioned about scientific literacy was the knowledge and understanding in resolution mind and the Science 
process was applied to make decisions which  took part in communities, cultural activities and  was advantage 
for economy. Therefore, the decision-making process should be organized into a part of Science curriculum 
(Watson, 1980, referred in Jung and Nam, 2004) and studying Science should be studying to develop the 
strategy for supporting students’ decision-making process and decision-making is a part of indication in their 
knowledge and popularity which exists in each person. 

 Such as the research completed by Jung and Nam (2004), they researched about students’decision-making 
process in Biology knowledge which students had studied by the normal curriculum in secondary school in 
Korea. The research was found out that most of students did not apply their knowledge about Biology to solve 
the problem as the process of decision in  their daily days even if they had much achievement in their studying 
but their decisions were not satisfied. Their research showed that the Biology knowledge that the students had 
studied in their classroom was not applied to support their decisions in their daily days. And as the research 
completed by Dori and Herscovitz (1999), found out that the students who did not study Science as major would 
have complex views for asking the questions in learning activity which the topic was "Air quality". In addition 
Jung and Nam had analyzed the case study "Air pollution” by using Jigsaw method to be the next research. 

 In their following research, they let the students who had not major in Science learnt about Biotechnology 
and Genetic Engineering. They found out that in case study of analysis something which was very complex, the 
students would have more complex in their questions, dispute and making decision using popularity as well. 
And that showed their behaviors were developed better than the students who had major in Science directly 
(Dori, Tal, & Tsaushu, 2003). Result of these researches showed that applying the knowledge about Science is 
not enough to make a decision to solve the problems in their daily days but they need to apply popularity, 
knowledge about society and culture, analysis, or other skills to support their decisions as well even if they have 
studied Science or had lot achievements in Science somehow. 

 Since we have studied on many researches and other writing about Decision in solving problems, which is 
a  part of Science for Studying and found out that there is a few of the researches about this topic in Thailand 
which researched about ability of students to make their decisions by using the tool for measuring decisions 
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which the result was transformed to be scores , however it is still not enough to see in other dimensions of 
decision which are an important process to apply their knowledge about Science for their daily days and give 
priority to learn meaningfully in Science, moreover, it is very important in their ways of life as well. If we can 
know what factors to support their decisions completely then we can develop the learning management to 
support making their decision more efficiently. 

 Nowadays, Biotechnology becomes high capability and was applied usefully to develop for changing 
quality of life and will be more and more important in the coming future. The Biotechnology is an 
interdisciplinary which was combined with various knowledge such as Biology, Chemistry, even the knowledge 
about Engineering.This knowledge is the basic knowledge about living thing applying into Agriculture, 
Industry, Health and Medical profession, including Environment. And the estimation of value added from 
Biotechnology in 2020 would be high as 300000 millions US dollars in the whole world. This causes many 
countries in other regions want to invest in research and development in Biotechnology to apply and develop 
their Economy highly (Yongyut, 2006 referred in NSTDA,1999). The Biotechnology field is a part of Science 
which take effect on our society because people are worrying about advantage of Cloning and Gene technology 
that many countries are applying. This is very important to understand about how Biotechnology is applied, 
especially applying Biotechnology in human health, Forensic laboratory Science, Agriculture and Environment. 
Studying in Biotechnology in schools is ensured that new generations can discuss to make people understand 
and make decisions as a professional by applying their knowledge and skills (Dawson, 2006). In addition, 
applying the Science knowledge is not enough to make decisions in Cloning, GMOs and Stem cell but we have 
to apply popularity, social knowledge, Cultural knowledge, analysis, and other skills to make a decision as well. 

The objective of this research is to study on characteristic of decisions and problems, knowledge or 
popularity applying to make decisions and students’ decision pattern which they have studied in GMP plants, 
cloning for treatment and applying Stem Cell for treatment. Applying the knowledge about Science is still not 
enough to solve the problems about these topics which are main issue in the world and still discussing about 
safety and uprightness.However, popularity and belief are needed to support making decisions as well.  

As this research has been done thoroughly, popularity and belief were applied to support students’ decision 
in solving problem efficiently. 

 
Target Group: 

Target group for this research is the 12 students in grade 11, Boonwathana School, Nakhornrachasima 
Thailand who had studied in 2008 semester. The students was classified into 2 groups: 

- The 6 students who studied Science emphatically and had the high range of grade point average in 
Biology as 4.00 

- The 6 students who did not study Science emphatically and had the good range of grade point average in 
all subjects as not lower 3.50 

 
How To Collect And Analyze The Data: 

To collect the data, we gave the situations about GMO, Cloning and Stem Cell to the students and let them 
solve the problems. After that we asked them the questions which they had to answer as thinking aloud and 
whatever they answered, finally we analyzed their decision in solving problems by using Behavior–code 
mapping pattern for decision process which was made completely by the Ableson and Levi’s decision process 
(1985 referred in Jung and Nam,2004).The Ableson and Levi’s decision process (1985) is a concept to build 
behavior code for students to analyze the decision process which was modified from Jung and Nam's research 
(2004) before we inquired the students in those topics and let them answer as thinking aloud, we had practiced 
the inquiring by asking them the other problems to get familiar and let the students get familiar with the way we 
inquired 

 
Example For Problem Situation: 

Granddad Sanghuan is an agriculturist who grows corn plants, he faced a problem about the trunks, leaves, 
stem, pod of corn plants were destroyed by worms “Ostrinia furnacalis Guenee – Asiatic Corn Borer” (ACB). It 
made a lot of corns was damaged. Not only his corn plants got the problems, his friends’corn plants in the same 
area got the same problems as well. He and his friends had sent the letter to ask the scientists in Agriculture 
department for advice and they asked the scientists about what they should do if they applied chemicals by 
insecticide spraying, they thought it would not be properly because the chemicals could not kill the ACB easily 
and it took long time and it was dangerous to consumers as well. 
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Table 1: Behavior - Code mapping pattern for decision making process in Biotechnology 
Decision Making Process      Behavior 
C. Realize to the problems.     C1.Realize to the problems to make a decision 
Realize to how different between cause    C1.1.Read the problem situations     
and problems and analyze to decide                             C1.2.Read the problem situations and  underline the important sections  
         C1.3.Write the knowledge that related to the situations 

C2. Analyze the problems Consider to all principles and apply them to solve 
the problems 

S. Searching for alternatives     S1.  Manage all knowledge to solve problem     
Gathering alternatives data for      S1.1 Consider the data in the plots 
other practice       S1.2 Consider the data from students' knowledge 
         S2.    Gathering data   
         S2.1 Read data from the alternatives data then underline or write while reading 
         S2.2 Classify the important data and minor data in  alternative data 
         S2.3 Give priority to understanding about important alternative data 
E .Evaluate to alternatives.      E1.Compare and analyze the alternatives 
Evaluation and Examine to each      E1.1 Consider an effect from each alternative 
alternative               E1.2 Consider advantages and disadvantages from  each alternative 
         E2.  Process evaluation to each alternative 
         E2.1 Give priority to some principles which take effect to decision of  
                                                                                     alternatives 
D. Making a decision      D. Choose the alternative 

 
The scientists saw what they were suffering so they found the solutions how to fix their problems 
1. Using natural enemies or other insects that eat eggs of ACB such as Proreus simulans Stallen to eat 

eggs and worn,  or  Trichogramma australicum Girault is efficient to destroy the eggs of  ACB  40-50 % 
2. Applying GMOs for transformation heredity of corn or GMOs corn by using Transformation 

Methodology which gene can be extracted by Bacillus thuringiensis var. Kurstaki (Btk) HD-1 which gene is 
called “Cry lab” and this way can protect the corn plants from damage from ACB. And in 1997, United State 
exported that corn to the market for trading at the first time and the quantity has increased until this time. In 
addition, the trend of growing the corn is popular in many countries highly. Besides, this way can reduce the 
damage on borer from worm, it can reduce the cost of production and contaminated chemical problem as well. 

If you were the scientist, which solution you want to help Granddad Sanghuan and other agriculturists who 
grow the corn plants? 

 
Summarize and Discussion: 

The result from Behavior - Code mapping data showed that the students’ decision making process in 
GMOs, Cloning and Stem cell were not proceeded by step to step with Ableson and Levi’s decision making 
process (1985, referred in Jung and Nam, 2004)  

In the process of decision in GMOs, most of science program students would skip the step from data 
collection step (S1- S2) to evaluation alternatives step (E1-E2)  because they used the knowledge about safety of 
GMOs plants to be only one standard in their decision making process to evaluate their alternatives but they did 
not collect other information to consider the problems. That means they had not made a decision as 
compensation, consider only one point to make a decision, which was different to general program students who 
did not study Science emphatically, these students would collect the data from the given information before they 
evaluated the alternatives so they had made a decision as compensation by considering other information to be a 
standard for decision in the problems. And the most of information for decision in the given plot did not contain 
other information about Science which involved GMOs or natural method anymore, this caused the evaluated 
alternative step was not considered to the given data for decision carefully by the students. 

In the decision process of Cloning, most of students who studied Science emphatically and most of students 
who did not study Science emphatically would skip the step from searching data step (S1- S2) to evaluation 
alternative step (E1-E2) due to the students who chose to do Cloning for treatment, they used popularity about 
saving one life to be only one standard to evaluate alternative but they did not consider other information which 
involved to Cloning for treatment by other methodology. And the students, who chose not to do cloning, would 
consider the popularity about morality to support their decision. They saw that doing cloning was going to break 
the moral rules and would be a crime due to they did not consider the cloning information about Science or 
other information anymore. Therefore, these students would make a decision as not compensation, this caused 
those students did not consider the information to make a decision carefully in the evaluation alternative step. 

In the last topic is about Stem cell, the behavior – code mapping pattern showed that the decision process of 
student about this topic was not proceeded as step by step with Ableson and Levi’s decision process. But they 
alternated with searching alternative step and evaluated alternative step because most of students did not have 
knowledge about Stem cell, therefore most of them asked information about Stem cell from researcher. This 
behavior of students was placed importance on understanding of alternative data in alternative evaluation step. 
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Most of them did not consider information about two kinds of Stem cell carefully from researcher who they had 
asked at the collection step. 

Due to most of students had known about Stem cell was the original cell but they did not know what 
important details about Stem cell was, which was very important information to consider  Stem cell  for  
treatment so they asked the researcher  about this information. This problem is very different to the problem 
about GMOs and Cloning which they had standard to consider their alternatives. It maybe that Stem cell is still 
the new topic that has  not occurred for long time, they did not see  or hear this topic on the commercials as 
much as GMOs and Cloning.  And both of  the students groups who studied Science emphatically and not 
emphatically did not have knowledge about Stem cell anymore, there was one student who studied Science 
emphatically, know about the knowledge of Stem cell only.  

In decision process about Stem cell, most of students had decision pattern as not compensation or 
considered only one standard to select which kind of Stem cell they wanted to get for treatment between Stem 
cell from embryo and body. 

And the only one standard, they had applied to evaluate the alternative is popularity about morality and Bio-
morality which they thought that applying Stem cell from embryo was  like  killing human. 

 
Result Of Analysis Decision Process Of The Students: 

 
Table 2: Show how Decision making process in Biotechnology on the topic "GMO" of grade 11 students  
Students                                              Sequence of behavior in decision Process                       
        
       Sequence of decision process (Ableson and Levi’s, 1985)         
Science program  
Nathapol      C1.1 C1.2  E1.1 E1.2 E2.1 E1.1 E1.1 S1.2 S1.2E1.1 S2.3 E1.2 E2.1 D 
           C1              E1            E2    E1             S1           E1    S2    E1    E2 D 
Kittima             C1.1 C1.2 E1.2 S1.1 S1.1 C1 E1.2 E2.1 D 
       C1            E1     S1            C1  E1    E2   D 
Wayuree         C1.1 S1.2 E1.2 E2.1 E2.1 D 
       C1     S1   E1    E2   E2    D 
General program 
Phatraraporn     C1.1 S1.2 S1.1 E1.2 E2.1 E1.2 S1.1 D 
       C1    S1            E1    E2    E1     S1   D 
Wiphada      C1.1 S2.1 E1.2 E1.2 D 
       C1    S2    E1             D 
Thamolwan     C1.1 E2.1 E1.1 S2.3 E1.2 D 
       C1    E2    E1    S2    E1    D 

 
Table 3: Showed  how the knowledge or popularity were applied by students to measure the decision in Biotechnology "Stem Cell for 
treatment"  
Student   Knowledge or popularity of students which wasapplied to decide in solving problem about Stem Cell 
        Knowledge   Popularity 
Science program 
Nathapol                   -   morality 
Kittima          -   morality 
Wayuree            Biology 
Waraporn                  -    morality 
Praweena                       -    Bioethics 
Suwimol                                       -                 superstition 
General program 
Phatraraporn       -     saving one's life 
Wipada         -       morality 
Thamolwan       -     morality 
Suphicha        -   morality 
Nathida         -   morality 
Sasiwimol       -      saving one's life 

 
Example For Analysis And Decision Process: 

Wayuree:  It broke the Bio- morality rule but we lived in a country which had permission to do it  
 /.C2   If it was about Biology, it should be involved with Bio-morality 
 /S1.2    Was it worth to make a living thing under the country which had permit to do, if we had success 

after doing it, I thought  the most of people would not agree with us 
/C2       Even if we got the permission 
/S1.1     There should be a better way to solve the problem.  It was just Stem cell there should be another 

way to replace this one 
/S1.2     Did not do it. It would not be correct even if it was allowed. 
/E2.1     It was such a research which would be useful to mankind especially if someone had diabetes, they 

could be injected insulin. 
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/S1.2     If they were in coma, it should not be done. It should have a better way to solve/D 
  

Example For Students Who Made A Decision As Compensation: 
Waraporn:  “The cloning should be done even if there is someone will use it in the wrong way and it can 

break the morals rule but it is still good to do than nothing.” 
Thamilwan: “The cloning should be done for treatment even if someone applied it in the wrong way, but to 

save someone life is more important. But it is dangerous if they do cloning embryo of human.” 
Siphicha:  “GMO should be done because the plants will be more efficiently than natural due to the natural 

can be disintegrated by itself but just a little and the modified heredity plants can stay longer. GMO still has 
both good and bad points so we have to develop more in the future.” 
 
Example For Students Who Did Not Make A Decision As Compensation: 

Waraporn:  “If it is not good as 100 % but it is safety to consumer” 
Praweena :    “Do not do cloning, it is breaking the moral rule.” 
Thamolwan:  “If I have a choice, I select NO indeed! Due to one life should not exploit other lives.” 
Wiphada:   “Should get it from our body. Is it sin? To let he be with us, they do not know anything.” 
  

Suggestion: 
As we have research, we found out that to decide in solving real problem about Science, unless the 

knowledge about Science is supported to make a decision, students must understand clearly about popularity 
and skills to investigate the problems (Aikenhead 1985, referred Jung and Nam, 2004). 

However, the research showed that the students, who studied Science emphatically and had high range of 
grade, did not apply the knowledge about Science to support their decision in solving problems.  

Therefore, school should add more learning management to support decision together with supporting other 
ability of reasoning to make the students make a decision reasonably and full of thinking so that planning for 
support ability to make a decision is very important 

1. To give the situation which leads to make a decision by students, teacher should prepare points of the 
problem which involve to Science Knowledge but that problem should not be solved by applying only the 
knowledge about Science, it should be the complex problems that happened in the real Society and need to 
analysis which knowledge of Science or popularity or other factors should be used to support in decision. 

2. When the students face to the problem, they may be not clearly in knowledge about Science or other 
Social knowledge. Teacher should support the students to let them take their analysis to Science problems and 
consider to which Science knowledge they can apply in solving the problems which it is useful to bring the 
students to evaluate alternatives. 

3. When it reached at the evaluated alternatives step, teacher should help the students to compare each 
alternative carefully. In this step, we may use other skills to transform the result such as skill of Mathematics, 
comparison table and graph to compare the data and weigh to each alternative. 

4. To make a plan for teaching, teacher should understand the decision process clearly and then analysis 
to each step that in which knowledge or skill are applied in that topic. But teacher should not tell the students to 
proceed to step by step, just give them only suggestion. 
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